LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

THIS IS A HARD LETTER TO WRITE. TRADITIONALLY, AN ANNUAL REPORT IS A TIME TO CELEBRATE – to look back on all that we have accomplished together over the past year and to look ahead to the work still to come.

We always knew that 2020 would be the start of a pivotal decade, as we have barely 10 years to make significant progress in cutting climate-damaging emissions worldwide. Yet we could not have predicted in January that, barely six months into the year, our country would be embroiled in a long-overdue reckoning with our history of racial injustice and white supremacy.

I am acutely aware of the many people in our region and in our country who are hurting right now. Both the COVID-19 pandemic and the protests against police violence have highlighted the deep, damaging inequities in our society that disproportionately impact Black and brown communities.

These events are also a stark reminder of the importance of our work in addressing the environmental injustices perpetrated against these same communities – the air pollution that has made them more vulnerable to COVID-19 infection; the climate disruption that puts them, unwillingly, on the front lines of risk; and the broken regulatory systems that give more power to a corporate polluter than to those who must suffer the fallout from another dirty power plant, incinerator, oil terminal, or other industrial blight in their neighborhood.

This all must change. Our role – together – is to ensure that the fights we take on are fought not only for communities but with communities. That the solutions to our biggest environmental challenges do not perpetuate existing inequalities. And that we never consider our mission complete until we have achieved a healthy and thriving New England – for all.

That brings me back to our purpose in this annual report. In times of change and upheaval, there is also room for hope and inspiration. While we collectively have much hard work ahead of us, we also have much to commend. My hope for you is that this report offers insight into the work that your support makes possible – and inspiration for what we know we can accomplish together.

Thank you for continuing to show up, speak up, and step up – we cannot accomplish so much without you.

BRAD CAMPBELL
President

Amid change, there is room for hope.
LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

WITH SO MUCH TURMOIL AROUND US, I KNOW IT CAN BE DIFFICULT TO STOP AND REFLECT ON THE WORK that CLF accomplished over the past year. However, even during these challenging times, we cannot lose sight of the ground that we have gained when it comes to creating healthier, more thriving communities across New England.

There is much more to do, of course – and with such a monumental threat like climate change urgently requiring the world’s attention, no one would blame us if we put all of our energy into averting that looming catastrophe. But doing so would mean allowing imminent threats to our air and water – and to our neighbors and communities – to go unaddressed.

CLF has always taken the long view. Some of our most impactful work has taken decades to see through to victory. That’s what has made us so ready to take action on climate change. We know what must get done today if we are going to have a healthy climate tomorrow.

That same expertise also makes us fierce and effective fighters against the immediate threats to our health and well-being, from nitrogen pollution to toxic landfills to chemicals in our drinking water.

So we work with one foot in the future, pushing New England to make the necessary choices now to ensure we reach net zero emissions by 2050. And we work with the other foot firmly in the present, recognizing that the global pandemic and the fight for long-overdue racial and economic justice spurs on our imperative to succeed in tackling pollution, tainted water, and other critical issues today.

Inside, you’ll find stories of people living and working on the front lines of these challenges:

- Ania Wright, a young activist pushing for climate justice;
- Paula Peters, whose local waters have been choked by nitrogen pollution;
- Jackie Mercurio, who is carrying on her mother’s fight against a toxic waste incinerator; and
- Michele Cubelli Harris, who found a new home with help from our Healthy Neighborhoods Equity Fund.

We do our work for them and with them. For you and with you. Together, we are driving forward a future that is equitable and healthy for all and confronting the most urgent threats in the here and now. We are grateful to have you by our side.

SARA MOLYNEAUX
Chair, Board of Trustees

We do our work for you and with you.

Sara Molyneaux
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IF SHE WEREN’T A CLIMATE ACTIVIST, 22-YEAR-OLD ANIA WRIGHT WOULD BE STUDYING AGRICULTURE AND TRYING TO START HER OWN FARM. “Maybe I’ll do it in the future,” she says. “But for now, I have other things.”

Those “other things” include planning climate actions in her Maine college town and sitting on Governor Janet Mills’ Climate Council to help decide the future of climate policy in the state. She’s also attended two United Nations climate conferences, most recently last fall in Madrid. In fact, she’s between events at the conference when we first connect to talk about her work helping her home state establish a strong climate law – only the third of its kind in New England.

Every state in the region has a goal to reduce its carbon pollution, but only Massachusetts, Connecticut, and now Maine have binding laws that mandate these cuts. These laws, which CLF is working to pass in every New England state, take a holistic approach to decarbonization – the process of getting dirty fuels like oil and gas out of our lives and our economy.

“Binding laws drive a process to figure out how to achieve the emissions cuts we need,” says CLF Senior Attorney Emily Green. She helped lead the push to pass Maine’s law last year and now sits on a working group for the Climate Council. “But that process must also be inclusive. We want to make sure that we’re hearing from different people in Maine and not just the usual suspects.”

That’s where Wright comes in. By the time she was 20, Wright had already seen the fate of future generations ignored when politicians debated climate solutions. When Maine lawmakers were preparing their landmark climate bill last year, Wright seized the opportunity to address them. She asked that they include a youth voice in their planning process. Her aim hadn’t been to join the Climate Council, though that was the end result.

“My role is to provide a youth perspective,” she says, “so bringing the next generation and future generations into the conversation.”

While Wright herself works on the front lines of the climate crisis, she stresses that it’s important to get involved in any way that you can. Local action – be it organizing, attending a climate rally, or contacting lawmakers – is crucial.

In Maine and elsewhere, legislators won’t act on climate unless people demand it. Fossil fuel companies have a lot to lose if states mandate lower emissions. These businesses understand that if people focus on their personal carbon footprints, they are less likely to campaign for more impactful measures.

“That’s a really important point – that difference between individual action and systemic change,” says Wright. “When you look at who’s responsible for the biggest climate impacts, it’s big corporations and big governments. We need to address the system issues and not the individuals.”

Those systemic issues include environmental racism. “Too often, marginalized communities are left out of decisions that directly impact their health and well-being,” says Green. Polluting power plants are built more frequently in low-income and immigrant communities, as well as communities of color, whose residents often lack the resources to fight back. And after decades of discriminatory housing policies, these same communities are disproportionately burdened by climate impacts such as heat stresses and flooding.
“The climate crisis is intertwined with so many other systemic issues in our society – racism and sexism and colonialism and even capitalism,” says Wright. “In solving the climate crisis, we have this opportunity to solve some of these other issues.”

That is where those binding statewide climate laws play a critical role. Laws that set limits on climate-damaging emissions force a state to work towards economy-wide solutions like capping pollution from power plants and cutting emissions from cars and trucks.

“This comprehensive perspective better enables states to address overarching historic inequities created by environmental racism,” says Green. “In this way, climate laws can effectively advance actions for tackling climate change and systemic racism at the same time.”

None of this is to say that you should stop taking individual action, whether switching to an electric car or making your home more energy efficient. But it does mean thinking about how you can push for systemic change, too.

“One of the most important things is to vote for leaders who have solid climate plans and put their money where their mouth is,” says Green. “We should demand from our leaders that the climate crisis be one of their foremost focuses.”

With more New England states enacting binding limits on carbon pollution, we’re making progress in tackling the climate crisis here at home. And, even globally, there are reasons for hope.

“I’m optimistic because the climate movement is really generating momentum,” says Green. “People are demanding more from government and leaders – and that’s what’s going to drive change.”

That groundswell also buoy Wright’s spirits. “Just continuing to do the work every day is really good,” she says. “Just to keep fighting for what feels important.”

ANIA WRIGHT STANDS ON THE FRONT LINES OF THE CLIMATE CRISIS

Above left: Since starting college, Ania Wright has been involved in climate justice groups and has organized rallies, strikes, and days of action. Now she is helping shape how Maine will implement its landmark climate law.

Above: Wright (at far right) attended the 2019 United Nations climate conference in Madrid and marched with a half million people to demand climate justice.

“Then you look at who’s responsible for the biggest climate impacts, it’s big corporations. We need to address the system issues.”

ANIA WRIGHT

After helping to pass Maine’s law mandating cuts to the state’s climate-damaging emissions, CLF advocates are now playing a critical role in shaping the law’s implementation. Through their work with the state’s Climate Council, CLF’s attorneys are focused on cleaning up Maine’s transportation sector and pushing for new clean energy projects. The council is advising Governor Mills in developing a plan for the law’s execution that ensures it is equitable for all Mainers.

In November, Invenergy officially lost its fight to build a polluting fossil fuel power plant in Burrillville, Rhode Island. After years of legal challenges from CLF and residents, state officials denied the permits necessary to build the plant. New England doesn’t need the electricity that would have come from the plant, which would have emitted climate-damaging emissions for decades to come. The fight to leave fossil fuels in the past is far from over, and CLF is continuing to push for clean energy sources like wind and solar throughout New England.

Following CLF’s lead in Maine and Massachusetts, Vermont advocates are working on a Global Warming Solutions Act to slash emissions and prepare the state for the impacts of the climate crisis. Legislators are currently considering the bill, which would direct the state to lower emissions, invest in clean energy, and update critical infrastructure across Vermont. CLF is pushing for the bill to pass this year so we can get to work implementing these important protections right away.

HIGHLIGHTS

Learn more about CLF’s push to pass binding climate laws at clf.org/zeroby50
THE FUTURE IS ELECTRIC

Cutting carbon pollution from transportation is pivotal to stemming the climate crisis.

FROM TRUCKS DELIVERING GOODS TO COMMUTERS GETTING TO WORK, TRANSPORTATION ACCOUNTS FOR A WHOPPING 40% OF NEW ENGLAND’S CLIMATE POLLUTION. To achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, the region must reinvent its transportation system – starting now.

That means helping people drive less through investments in transit and smarter development. It also means swapping out gas guzzlers for electric cars, trucks, and buses. Electric vehicles can slash carbon and air pollution – improving public health in the process – while saving money on gas and maintenance.

Through careful management, electric vehicles could revolutionize not only our roads but also our electricity grid. Their batteries could be used to balance electricity supply and demand, so we could rely less on dirty power plants during peak hours of electricity demand and integrate more renewable energy from solar and wind into our grid – all while your car sits charging in the driveway.

This isn’t just some far-off vision. Scientists warn that we must make significant progress towards net-zero emissions by 2030 to avert climate catastrophe. But getting us there isn’t only about incentivizing people and businesses to buy electric. It’s about looking holistically at the many moving parts that need to come together to make our all-electric future possible – from ramping up charging stations regionwide, to upgrading our electricity grid so it’s ready for a surge in power usage, to reforming how our utility companies do business.

CLF is uniquely qualified to lead this big picture, behind-the-scenes work. Our expertise isn’t just in creating and defending the law, but in understanding the structures and regulations the law puts in place. That includes knowing which levers to pull and which mechanisms to activate for change. It’s not the most visible part of our work, but it’s as crucial as a high-profile lawsuit. When it comes to the transition to electric vehicles, CLF is:

• partnering with legislators to craft laws to accelerate the adoption of electric vehicles regionwide;

• working at state utility commissions toward utility reforms that anticipate a surge in electric vehicle use powered by clean, renewable energy; and

• pushing power companies to ensure that, as new charging infrastructure is built, it’s well planned and accessible to everyone.

This is also where CLF’s regional reach pays off. Every state is in a different phase of this transportation transformation, and we cannot work on all of these fronts at the same time. But as we work towards setting targets for electric vehicle adoption in Massachusetts, Maine, and Rhode Island, we’re learning lessons for taking similar action in other states. As we work at the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities to ensure new charging stations are smartly sited, we’re creating a model for other states to follow. As we push Maine to ensure its ambitious Climate Action Plan accounts for an electrified future, we’re giving neighboring states a template for their own planning. And as we investigate how to incentivize car charging in New Hampshire when overnight costs are low, we’re anticipating how to create similar programs regionwide.

Replacing our cars, trucks, and buses with electric models and preparing our utilities to rise to the challenge – this is key to how we will move New England towards its zero-carbon future.
For this Saugus native, fighting for her community runs in the family.

BY OLIVIA SYNORACKI
Five years ago, Pam was diagnosed with brain cancer, and she struggled to maintain the vigor that had kept her going for so long. As Pam stepped back from activism, Jackie stepped forward. “One of the last times my mom spoke in public, she shared with MassDEP the issues surrounding Wheelabrator,” says Jackie. “That day, I felt like we did it together. I stood up with her as she spoke. It was the most powerful and impactful moment of advocacy I’ve witnessed by my mom.”

MassDEP staff in the room were visibly moved by the testimony, she says – but not enough to shut down the polluting facility that Jackie feels ultimately cost her mother her life. Wheelabrator denies its facility causes any adverse health impacts and argues that people who don’t like living near the incinerator should move. But that was never an option for Jackie’s family. Her great-grandfather had settled in Saugus more than a hundred years ago. This was home. “We built this neighborhood,” says Jackie. “Why should we move if we were here first?”

“We can’t continue this cycle,” says Pecci. “No one should have to suffer such tragic consequences because we have a broken waste system. People think we need incinerators or landfills because otherwise, our garbage is going to pile up in the streets, but that’s just nonsense.” And, while CLF is fighting to shut down toxic landfills and incinerators across New England, the real solution, Pecci says, is to reduce our waste through better recycling, composting, and other zero-waste programs. “We can do this. These solutions are within our grasp.”

That’s why Jackie is carrying on her mom’s fight today – though it’s no longer just about honoring Pam’s memory. It’s also about making sure her one-year-old daughter can grow up in a clean environment. “Forty years ago, I was sitting in this house with my mom, and she was talking about this same issue. It just seems crazy to continue, but you have to.”

Giving up, however, is not an option. “I want my daughter to be able to play outside and not have to worry about ash. We’ve got to keep going.”

**HIGHLIGHTS**

As a result of tireless advocacy from CLF and our community partners, a company planning to build a polluting waste processing facility in Providence, Rhode Island, scrapped its plans. The proposed “garbage depot” would have processed up to 2,500 tons of trash every day, mostly from outside the state. The facility would have contributed even more toxic exhaust to a neighborhood that already suffers high asthma rates and other health problems, and residents were strongly opposed to the proposal.

After enduring decades of air pollution and related health impacts, many low-income communities of color have now become COVID-19 hotspots. CLF and our partners in the ongoing Healthy Neighborhoods Study released recommendations to help these communities respond to the challenges they’re facing during the pandemic. Our data suggest that improved access to safe transit, expanded sick leave, more support for front line community organizations, and an improved healthy food system will be critical in helping these areas recover from the COVID-19 crisis and strengthen their resilience in the face of future challenges, including climate change.
WHEN TROPICAL STORM IRENE CRASHED INTO VERMONT IN 2011, IT PUSHED RIVERS TO OVERFLOW THEIR BANKS. RAGING FLOODWATERS DESTROYED MORE THAN A THOUSAND HOMES and damaged thousands more so severely that people were forced to move out of them for months. Mobile homes – which house about 10% of Vermonters – took an especially hard hit, and their renters and owners were the least equipped to recover quickly.

Over the border in New Hampshire, nearly 60% of homes were built before 1978, the year Congress banned lead paint. Even in a repainted home, lead paint can linger on doorframes and windowsills, and its dust can be unwittingly disturbed during renovations. That puts people – especially young children – of all income levels at risk of lead poisoning, a disease with tragic health consequences if left undetected and untreated.

Meanwhile, in Boston, an ongoing housing crisis has seen rents and mortgages skyrocket, pushing working-class families out of rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods and into lower-quality housing. Even then, they may have to shell out more than 50% of their take-home pay for rent. Falling behind on rent or moving multiples times can impact health severely, including much higher rates of maternal depression and child lifetime hospitalizations, according to a study by CLF Healthy Communities Fellow Megan Sandel.

These issues may seem unrelated, but together, they are part of what goes into a healthy home – one that supports both physical and mental well-being. Resilience to climate change impacts, safety from toxic hazards like lead and mold, affordable and stable housing – these factors and more affect individual health. Collectively, they can add up to greater burdens community-wide, especially for low-income and communities of color.

CLF’s mission has long been to create a healthy and thriving New England for all. Achieving that mission means looking at the “environment” as more than one’s natural surroundings. The environment also encompasses the built spaces in which we all live, work, play, and worship. For CLF, the work to help make our homes healthy includes:

- leading efforts to ensure homes and schools are free of such toxins as lead paint and pipes;
- making homes and neighborhoods resilient to climate impacts, such as reinforcing them against flooding and providing tree cover and green space to cool increasingly hot urban areas;
- improving energy efficiency to reduce the burden of high oil and gas bills; and
- investing in developments priced for low-income and working-class families close to open space, healthy food, and public transit.

It’s work that builds on CLF’s core strengths, from legislative advocacy to legal watchdog. But it also lets the organization flex newer muscles, including our groundbreaking community-based research and innovative investment strategies in equitable, low-carbon housing.

An affordable block of healthy homes can lead to a healthier neighborhood, which in turn can anchor an entire community – and help create a healthier and more thriving New England for all.
Mashpee isn’t the only Cape Cod town with waters made sick from nitrogen pollution. It’s a problem regionwide. The Cape’s septic systems, which serve 85% of households and businesses, aren’t designed to eliminate nitrogen from waste. As a result, the nitrogen seeps through the region’s porous soils and into local waters. From there, it acts like a fertilizer, causing massive algae outbreaks that can sicken people, plants, and animals. It also makes the Cape’s bay beaches and freshwater ponds unsafe for swimming, boating, and shellfishing.

The solution to the nitrogen problem is well known, says Heather Govern, Vice President of Clean Air and Water at CLF: “Towns need to devote more money to wastewater management,” she says. “This pollution continues to degrade the Cape’s treasured waters, and it will only get worse unless residents agree to become better stewards of their environment and agree to these big, systemic changes.”

Thanks to a lawsuit filed by CLF against the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in 2015, the Cape Cod Commission updated a 30-year-old Areawide Wastewater Management Plan. The updated plan outlines the legally required actions the Cape’s 15 towns must take to clean up their act (literally). But five years later, progress has been slow.

A major sticking point for many towns is the price tag for transitioning an entire region off septic systems – up to $8 billion by some estimates. But, says Govern, the costs of inaction could...
run even higher. “As the nitrogen pollution gets worse, it will only create more problems. If tourists decide to go elsewhere, then real estate values will go down. Retail and hospitality businesses will have a hard time. The entire Cape economy will be affected.”

Meanwhile, “people continue to build around here without giving any thought to what it’s doing to the overall environment,” says Peters in frustration. “They don’t know what I know about how beautiful the bay could be when it’s clean, how much of an asset it is for fishing or just for being out there on the water.”

Govern points to the power of residents in driving change forward more quickly. “They are the ones who can push their town authorities to come up with innovative solutions and to do it now. They’re the ones who need to vote yes on fixing the problem.”

At the same time, she says, CLF is exploring other options for forcing movement on the issue. Successful lawsuits against two well-known tourist resorts have resulted in significant commitments to clean up their operations. The resorts now have an opportunity to lead in pushing similar businesses to become part of the solution.

Neither Govern nor Peters is ready to let individual residents off the hook, however. “Our waterways are being choked by this pollution, and it’s our fault,” says Peters. “That shouldn’t be the case, and that’s what people don’t understand. We need to have wastewater treatment so that we’re not killing our environment. “We are running out of time.”

“People continue to build without giving any thought to what it’s doing to the environment. They don’t know about how beautiful the bay could be when it’s clean.” PAULA PETERS

HIGHLIGHTS

Critically endangered right whales counted a pair of victories in the courtroom this year. In two separate cases, a judge agreed with CLF’s arguments that federal fishery managers violated the Endangered Species Act and put whales in harm’s way. The cases relate to oversight of gillnet and lobster fishing, which use vertical lines in the water that can entangle right whales. Entanglement in fishing gear is one of the leading causes of death for this species, and CLF’s victories will mean whales will be safer when traveling through New England waters.

Nitrogen pollution is choking the bays, beaches, and ponds on Cape Cod that people flock to each summer. CLF recently settled a lawsuit against the Wequassett Resort and Golf Club to stem this pollution, which fuels toxic algae outbreaks in Pleasant Bay. As a result of our settlement, Wequassett will upgrade its wastewater treatment system to reduce the pollution spreading to nearby waters. The resort also will finance several clean water efforts on the Cape.

With clean energy and renewables eclipsing fossil fuels, offshore wind is poised to become a major source of our electricity. Frequently buffeted by some of the world’s strongest offshore winds, the Gulf of Maine could play an essential role in meeting New England’s climate goals. The federal government has convened a regional task force to explore clean energy options in the Gulf, and CLF is participating in these public meetings to push for responsibly sited offshore wind projects that protect critical marine life.

Stay up-to-date on CLF’s fight to clean up nitrogen pollution on Cape Cod at clf.org/capecod

WATERS UNDER SIEGE

Paula Peters worries that untreated wastewater is leaving a permanent mark on the Cape’s once-vibrant waterways.

Inset For generations, Peters’ family could go shellfishing at Punkhorn Point in Mashpee. But today, it’s unsafe because of contamination from untreated wastewater.
IN EARLY JUNE, DURING A ROUND-TABLE WITH MAINE FISHERMEN, PRESIDENT TRUMP SIGNED A PROCLAMATION OPENING THE NORTHEAST CANYONS AND SEAMOUNTS MARINE NATIONAL MONUMENT to commercial fishing. Designated by President Obama in 2016, the monument may sound large at 4,900 square miles, but that amounts to barely 1.5% of the U.S. Atlantic Ocean. And now, even that tiny amount – and the marine life that depends on it as a refuge – is at risk.

Protected areas are vital in the era of climate change. The Gulf of Maine is warming faster than 99% of the world’s oceans, and our region is already feeling the effects. Scientists and fishermen are witnessing dramatic northward shifts of iconic species, including lobsters and endangered North Atlantic right whales. Warming seas are driving more intense rain and snowstorms. And ocean waters are increasingly lapping at front doors – sometimes literally – with each major storm.

Protecting more ocean areas – worldwide and here at home – can help to both save underwater ecosystems and shore up resiliency for the blue economy in a climate-ready world.

That’s why CLF is joining a growing number of scientists, policymakers, businesses, and conservation organizations calling for the protection of at least 30% of the world’s oceans by 2030.

Currently, about 5.3% of ocean waters worldwide are actively managed marine protected areas. However, only about half of those are highly protected from commercial extractive activities. In the U.S., you’ll find most of our highly protected areas in the remote Pacific Ocean. Here in New England, the only area with such a high level of protection was the Northeast Canyons and Seamounts – that is, until Trump’s proclamation.

Other parts of New England’s ocean also serve as cautionary tales for protections that fall short. Stellwagen Bank, stretching from Cape Ann to Cape Cod, is the region’s first (and only) National Marine Sanctuary. Though it is closed to such destructive activities as sand and gravel mining, it remains open to ships, including massive cargo ships, which can strike and injure whales and other marine mammals. Commercial fishing is also allowed, meaning that Stellwagen Bank offers no actual sanctuary at all for vulnerable species like Atlantic cod.

Cashes Ledge, a unique underwater mountain range in the Gulf of Maine, is also a poster child for too little protection. This haven for species both common and rare could be an ideal open-sea laboratory for learning more about the health of New England’s ocean – and how to respond and rebound from climate change. The only official protection afforded the area is a ban on the use of fishing gear like bottom trawling. That ban is temporary and could be lifted by regional fishery managers at any time. Many other types of commercial fishing gear are still allowed there.

Places like the Northeast Canyons and Seamounts, Stellwagen Bank, and Cashes Ledge are irreplaceable. With the Gulf of Maine warming at such an alarming rate, fully protecting such habitats – to the highest degree – will provide a bulwark for New England’s ocean economy and fragile marine wildlife against the worst effects of the changing climate.
Michele Cubelli Harris gets a new lease on life, thanks in part to CLF’s Healthy Neighborhoods Equity Fund.

WHEN MICHELE CUBELLI HARRIS FIRST WALKED BY THE HOLMES BEVERLY BUILDING, SHE KNEW SHE WANTED TO LIVE THERE. BUT SHE WASN’T SURE IF SHE COULD AFFORD IT.

The six-story apartment complex on Rantoul Street in Beverly, Massachusetts, looks like a lot of new high-end construction: a sleek gray façade interspersed with brick and large windows. A nice restaurant and supermarket on the ground floor round out its appeal.

Cubelli Harris was looking for an apartment closer to her job in Lynn. With her kids grown, she wanted a home that would be hers alone. She took a picture of the Holmes Beverly leasing sign but worried that the building was out of her price range. She started checking apartments on the state affordable housing website instead.

Massachusetts has two categories for housing priced below the market rate. The first, “affordable” housing, is priced so someone earning 30% to 60% of the area median income could afford to live there; the second, “workforce” housing, is in the 60% to 120% range of median income.

While the State has focused on creating affordable units to counter the sky-high market rates in the greater Boston area, workforce-priced housing is sometimes called “the missing middle.” This includes people, like Cubelli Harris, who have jobs that pay enough to disqualify them for affordable units but still struggle to find a home that won’t force them to compromise the essentials of a balanced life.

Rarely are new developments like Holmes Beverly priced to fit either category. Yet, as Cubelli Harris continued her affordable housing search, she was shocked to see a listing for a Holmes Beverly unit. She emailed the property manager and learned that a single workforce-priced unit was available.

As of last fall, that unit is her home – and its benefits resonate through every aspect of her life. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, her daily commute had dropped to 20 minutes from more than an hour. She could walk to meet friends for dinner nearby. Now working from home, she has created a workspace in the apartment and takes long walks on
Since President Trump’s inauguration, we have witnessed unprecedented rollbacks of bedrock environmental regulations. Rather than actually protecting the environment (and all of us whose health depends on it), the Environmental Protection Agency has instead acted in the interests of corporate polluters and fossil fuel companies. It has gutted Obama-era rules to limit climate-damaging emissions from power plants, reversed course on expanded protections for waterways across the country, and undone standards aimed at reducing air pollution from cars and trucks (to name just a few).

Most recently, the administration used the cover of the COVID-19 pandemic to suspend regulations that keep polluters in check. It also relaxed other rules that ensure the rigorous review of the environmental impacts of infrastructure projects. This is all despite evidence that communities exposed to rampant air pollution – mainly Black and brown neighborhoods – are experiencing the highest rates of infection from the coronavirus.

These actions are dangerous and irresponsible, yes. But we must face an unpopular fact: Our regulatory systems have never adequately protected our communities and natural resources. We cannot simply wait for a friendlier administration to undo the wrongs of this one. Even as we fight the Trump administration’s draconian rollbacks, we also must look at exposing the gaps, loopholes, and weak spots in our regulatory structure – and find ways to fix them.
Without the Healthy Neighborhoods Equity Fund, Holmes Beverly might not have happened at all. Along with investment from MassHousing, the fund provided the development with a financial bedrock that allowed nearly a quarter of the building’s 67 units to be workforce housing, priced for those making 80% to 100% of the median area income. Individually, these apartments allow Cubelli Harris and others to live in the new development; collectively, they show how impact investments like those from the Fund can preserve affordability and prevent buildings like this from being accessible only to the wealthy.

For Cubelli Harris, who grew up in Lawrence and lived most of her life in Methuen, the opportunity to live in Holmes Beverly has been transformative. “Something like this did not seem to be an option to me, in terms of affordability,” she says. “It really does give some hope for people like me, who grew up in poor neighborhoods, worked hard, got a college degree, but are still not making enough money to live how they might like to. This is a wonderful chance.”

The threat posed by a toxic class of chemicals called PFAS is just one example of regulatory failures that must be redressed to protect our health. These chemicals have been used in everyday products for more than 60 years, including stain- and water-resistant fabrics, food packaging, and some fire-fighting foams. But scientific research shows that they can increase the risk of cancer, interfere with human hormones and the immune system, and disrupt liver, thyroid, and pancreatic functions.

Despite these known risks – and the fact that PFAS chemicals have been detected in public water supplies, private wells, and groundwater across New England and nationwide – federal regulators from this and previous administrations have done little to regulate them.

Small businesses are the backbones of thriving communities, but they often struggle to grow a sustainable brick-and-mortar location. CLF has launched the Healthy Retail and Commerce Fund to help change that. In partnership with the Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation, the new fund will provide low-cost financing to businesses that positively impact health in low- and moderate-income communities, such as fresh food stores, cafes, and cultural centers. When these businesses thrive, it leads to better health, more community pride, and more jobs.

Toxic PFAS chemicals are threatening water supplies across New England. As a result of our advocacy, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont all passed new rules that require testing and treatment for at least four common PFAS substances in drinking water. These “forever chemicals” are used to make nonstick pans, food packaging, and many other household products, and they can cause serious illnesses like cancer and liver disease when they enter our bodies. We’re pushing for even stronger rules throughout New England to make sure no one has to worry about being sickened by the water coming out of their taps.

Find more about CLF’s work to support affordable and healthy developments at clf.org/hnef

**A NEW LEASE ON LIFE**

Top Left Cubelli Harris thought the Holmes Beverly development would be out of her reach, but the Healthy Neighborhoods Equity Fund ensured a number of its apartments were priced affordably.

Bottom Left A library, gym, and ground-floor restaurant are just some of the amenities to which Cubelli Harris now has access.
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Ensuring Conservation Law Foundation’s financial health means managing our resources not just for our immediate needs but also for the future – both for anticipated work and for unprecedented events like the COVID-19 pandemic.

CLF’s firm financial footing at the end of Fiscal Year 2019 – with both an operating surplus and strong net assets of more than $23 million – laid the foundation for our rapid response to the pandemic. We were able to shift our attention to support our communities hit hardest by the outbreak while still moving forward our longer-term advocacy campaigns.

Several of those campaigns are supported by multi-year grants received in Fiscal Year 2018, including our advocacy to stem climate change throughout the region, create a more resilient Boston waterfront, and invest in building healthier neighborhoods across New England.

The growth in our individual giving in Fiscal Year 2019 – which increased 29% over Fiscal Year 2018 – reflects the generosity, commitment, and confidence of all of you in our path forward.

We could not be more grateful. As donors, you not only provide critical financial support; you also strengthen our standing when filing litigation and amplify our voice when reaching out to policymakers on key issues.

While we cannot predict how the pandemic will continue to impact our daily lives, I am heartened by the unwavering support of our funders and donors. You have placed CLF in a strong position to weather these uncertain times and play an active role in shaping a healthier, more equitable, and more resilient New England in our post-pandemic world. Thank you for all that you do and your ongoing commitment to CLF.

Gratefully,

Andrew J. Falender
Treasurer, Board of Trustees

**FINANCIAL REPORT**

**SOURCES OF OPERATING FUNDS**
Total Funds: $14,683,481

- Earned Income: $2,085,967*
- Individuals: $4,484,557
- Foundations: $8,112,957
- Development: $1,563,086

*Net of $350,000 transferred to Board-Designated Operating Reserve for use in future years

**USES OF FUNDS**
Total Expenses: $14,490,876

- Advocacy Programs: $10,703,379
- General & Administrative: $2,224,411
- Development: $1,563,086

**NET RESULTS**
$192,605

**NET ASSETS [as of July 31, 2019]**

- Unrestricted Net Assets: $5,874,871
- Donor-Restricted Net Assets: $17,241,786

**TOTAL NET ASSETS**
$23,116,657

Complete audited financial statements presented in GAAP format are available at www.clf.org.
The following individuals, foundations, and organizations supported CLF during the 2019 Fiscal Year (August 1, 2018, through July 31, 2019). Their generosity and shared vision – of a healthy, thriving New England for all – have made CLF’s work possible. We thank our invaluable members, whose continuing support helps protect New England’s environment for all. **THANK YOU.**

### President’s Circle: $50,000+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name(s)</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (1)</td>
<td>Thomas and Patience Chamberlin, Michael and Donna Egan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horace* and Alison Hildreth, Dennis and Vicki Hopper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sara Molyneaux and Donald F. Law, Jr., Wendy Neu, Claire and Meir Stampler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth B. Steele, Barbara K. Sweet, The Estate of Edward Andrew Wilde, Jr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Defenders: $25,000–$49,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name(s)</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (2)</td>
<td>John and Molly Beard, Gordon and Lulie Gund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara and Amos Hostetter, Sue and Chris Klem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Estate of Catherine Lynch, Charlotte S. Metcalf, Anne H. Russell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Counselors: $10,000–$24,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name(s)</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (3)</td>
<td>Daniel and Joan Amory, Joshua and Amy Boger, Katharine A. Brown, Barbara and Bill Burgess, Nat and Jess Chamberlin, Meredith and Eugene Clapp, Kim and Nancy Faulkner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adele Franks and T. Stephen Jones, John Graham and Katharine Munro, Serena M. Hatch, Marilyn P. Johnson, Kate and Howard Kilguss, Bob King and Anne Faulkner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brigitte and Hai Kingsbury, Ted Ladd, Chris and Susan Livesay, Sharon and Bradford Malt, Greg and Regis Miller, The Estate of Marjorie D. Moerschner, Robert Rands and Amelia Roboff Rands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul S. Russell, Rebecca B. Saunders, Peter and Faye Speert, Thomas and Jackie Stone, Peter Swift and Diana McCargo, Pamela and Renke Thye</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Guardians: $5,000–$9,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name(s)</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (6)</td>
<td>Naomi D. Aberly, Philip and Betsy Allen, Cynthia Baker Burns, Scott Burns, Bob and Pam Beck, Judith M. Buechner, William and Louise Burgin, Franklin and Susan Burroughs, Christopher Cabot, Michael Charnney and Loretta Mickley, Leslie Christodoulopoulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richard and Anne Clarke, Robert and Miriam Dorfman, The Estate of Olivia Dworkin, Alan and Lisa Dynner, Alan Emmet, Andrew Falender and Jaquelyn Lenth, Nathan Faulkner and Julia Burdick, Gordon and Linda Hall, Max and Alison Hall, Daniel Hildreth and Lilian Harris, Peter and Claudia Kinder, Michael and Monica Lehner, Michael and Sally Lemelin, George and Emily Lewis, Noelle and William Locke, Jay and Amanda McSharry, James and Maureen Mellowes, David and Mary Ellen Moir, Michael B. Moskow, Tami Nason, Sam Plimpton and Wendy Shattuck, The Estate of Nina N. Purdon, George and Kathy Putnam, Win Quayle and Deborah Manegold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larry Rockefeller, W. Allen and Selina Rossiter, Ray and Martha Sadler, Deirdre Sheerr-Gross, Debbie and Bob Slotpole, Mike and Jean Smith, James and Cathleen Stone, Kimberly and Mark Tsocanos, Janet M. Ward, Deborah E. Wiley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Deceased*
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Advocates Society: $1,000–$4,999

Anonymous (13)
S. James and Mary Adelstein
Susan Bliss Alden
Chester G. Atkins
Andus Baker and Rowan D. Murphy
Benjamin and Laura Baker
Wilhelmina Bandler and
Jeremiah Huson
Elizabeth Bankowski
M. Robin Barone and Sydney Lea
Stephen Barr and Martha Leggat
Henry and Suzanne Bass
Joseph and Stephanie Baute
Reiner and Nancy Beesweske
Steven Bercu
Joseph Berman and Sharon Cantor
Eugene N. Bernat
David Blittersdorf
Michael J. Boyson
John M. Bradbeer
William S. Bristow, Jr.
Barbara S. Brown
Herbert N. Brown
Scott and Mary Brown
Thomas Brown and Chagit Steiner
Lalor and Patricia Burdick
Gordon Burns and Suzie Tapon
Laurie Burt
Susan Okie Bush
Ann S. Buxbaum
Blake and Dorothy Cady
Elizabeth W. Cady
Bradley Campbell and
Katherine Hackl
Levin H. Campbell, Jr.
Jay Cashman and
Christy Scott Cashman
Diana F. Chace
Alice Chamberlin and Steve Brown
Alexander and Carole Chanler
Charles and Lael Chester
Lorni Cochran
Deborah Colum
George and Ann Colony
Alexi and Steven Conine
Margaret and Gregory Connors
Woolsey and Beatrice Conover
Laury and Nancy Coolsidge
Jane and Marilyn Corlette
Alfred Cumming and Laurie Sedlmayr
Edith L. Danney
Robert and Margaret Daly
Anthony D’Amato
Nelson J. Darling, Jr.
Scott Davidson
Andy and Ann Devereaux
Charm and Marjorie Dodge
Susan R. Donaldson, MD
Julie A. Dunfrey
Louise Durfee
Elizabeth E. Ehrenfeld
David Ellis and Marion Schmitt Ellis
Thomas J. Engelma
Lee and Inge Engler
Bob V. Fogel
Christopher Foster and Hilary French
Douglas I. Foy
Jameson and Priscilla French
Timothy Fulham and Lise Oliney
Martha Fuller Clark and
Geoffrey E. Clark
Bob Gerber
William and Jessica Gerke
Paula W. Gold
Arthur Goldstone
Carolyn Gordon and David Webb
Dakers Gowans and Deborah Silver
Hilary Graham and Robert Childs
Elisa Grammer
Jerry Greenfield and Elizabeth Skarie
Caro T. Gregory
Marjorie and Nicholas Greville
Elizabeth Haartz and
Walter E. Davis II
Kathleen and Peter Hahn
Jane C. Hallowell
Timothy B. Harwood
Emily and Tom Haslett
Kris C. Hasting
Frederick Hewett and Cheryl Mazak
Jutta B. Hicks
Patricia H. Highberg
Pamela Hill
Katie and Rob Hillman
Meg and Gary Hirshberg
Beth Holtzman
Benjamin and Jean Horne
Matthew Hoyer
Jayne Putnam Iafrate and
Barbara Stephens
Timothy and Joan Ingraham
Karen Ingwerson
Terry and Cynthia Irwin
Laura Jackson
Andrew J. Jencks
Anita L. Johnson
Leonard and Marjorie Johnson
David Jones and Allison Ryder
Peter and Pamela Kane
Susan Kanor
Steven and Elizabeth Karlon
Dot Kelly
Maximilian and Paige Kempner
William and Anne Kneisel
Edward Krapels and Sarah Emerson
Clifford Krauss and Ann Whittaker
Michael and Jenny Krinsky
Jo Lamping
Andrew G. Larson and Steven Gray
Marta Jo Lawrence
Rob and Peggy Leeson
Barbara B. Leggat
William R. Leitch
Dick and Janet Lisle
Scott and Deborah Livingston
Peter and Babette Loring
Jon Lund and Joan Sturmhul
Donald J. MacFarlane
Sean and Jennifer Mahoney
Howard Mansfield and Sy Montgomery
Carl and Nancy Martland
Dorothy McCagg and Carl Querfurth
Tom McCarron and Terrie Harman
Allen McGonigal
Alan McIlhenny and
Elizabeth Ackerson
Jessica and Paul McKeon
Josephine A. Merck
Bunny and Peter Merrill
Tamsen Merrill
John and Katherine Metzger
Randal Milch and Amelia Salzman
Elizabeth H. Miller
Ronald J. Miller
William and Margot Moomaw
Barbara C. Moore
Barbara and Andrew Moore
Christopher and Corrine Morahan
William and Mary Morrill
Tony and Susan Morris
Tavit O. Najarian
Mark A. Nelson
Peter and Beatrice Nessen
Sheri Nixon
Carlo Obligato
Oedipus and Amy Hyson
David and Barbara O’Neil
Gail Osherenko and Oran Young
Caroline Palmer
Leonard Passano and Elizabeth Howe
Vi and Mark Patек
Abby Patterson
William and Patricia Paxton
Jan A. Pechenik
Selina Peyser
Arrom J. Pfeffer and Debra E. Gelber
Beth K. Pfeiffer
Daves Pike
Anita and Robert Poss
Jerry and Linda Powers
Abby Pratt
Frederick A. Pratt
Joan C. Pratt
Philip Preston
Judy Reed Smith and Normand Smith
Henry and Jan Rines
Peter and Beverly Robbins
Marjorie and Richard Rogalski
Christopher duPont Roosevelt
Daniel Rosan
John Rosenthal and Maureen Berkley
Sarah Russell and Joe Reynolds
Mary R. Saltonstall and
John K. Hanson, Jr.
Frank Sandy
Kate Saunders and John Grove
Ted and Ella Saunders
Fred Scherrecker
Lois J. Schiffer
Thaliea Tsongas Schlesinger
Sally and Michael Schnitzer
Susanna Schweizer
Donald and Mary Lou Schwin
Edward and Renata Selig
Nancy Sevencenko
Dil Ko and Joan Sham
Dinmg and Jane Sherman
Wendy Sheu
William and Elisabeth Shields
James and Susan Sidel
Adele Simmons
Austin and Susan Smith
Marilyn Ray Smith and
Charles Freifeld
Robert Mason Smith
Dick and Emilie Spaulding
Robert Spencer
Tom and Susan Stepp
Campbell Steward
A. Holmes and Doris Stockly
R. Gregg and Lisa Stone
Stephen and Pamela Stroud
Victoria Sujata
Lyn and Kevin Swenson
Carl B. Taplin
Thomas Tarpey and Carolyin King
Benjamin and Katherine Taylor
David V. N. Taylor
John and Kathleen Thomas
Penny Thompson
Michael P. Thornton
Richard D. Thornton
Anna Marie and John E. Thron
Frances and Peter Trafton
Kristine Tran
Robert and Lisa Unsworth
Letitia G. Upton
Richard Voos
Emily V. Wade
Scott Wakeman
Stuart and Lee Ann Warner
Peter and Fan Waltonson
Terry and Elisabeth White
James and Theresa Whitmore
John Wilkins
Dudley and Sally Willis
Margaret M. Willmann
Kelsey D. Wirth and Samuel S. Myers
Sarah L. Wrage
Kamran and Shirin Zahedi
Summer B. Zeh and James Wexler
Stewards: $500–$999

Anonymous (7)
Joan and Richard Abrams
Marian Aikman
F. Towne Allen
John Aubrey and Andrew Baute
Richard Bankhead and Kemper Thompson
Rico Baratto
Mark Barnett and Katherine Gergen Barnett
Endl L. Beal
Edward Belove and Laura Roberts
Susana and Clark Bernard
Gerald Bilow
Camilla C. Blackman
Edwin C. Bohlen
The Britton Family
Gary M. Brookman
Eric Buenhrens
Larry and Kim Buell
Charles and Sarah Cabot
Lindsey and Andrew Cadot
Lee E. Caras
Dennis Chasteen and Loretta Lavac
Betsy and Dan Chodoroff
Ellie Choi and Ken Chow
Betsy and Dan Chodorkoff
Dennis Chasteen and Loretta Lavac
Betsy and Dan Chodoroff
Ellie Choi and Ken Chow
Andrea and Gordon Clagett
Benjamin and Susanne Clark
Jeffrey D. Clements and Nancy L. Heselton
Roland W. Coates and Elizabeth C. Freeman
Elizabeth Cobbs
Donna and Steven Cohen
Robert and Joan Collier
David L. Conant and Rebecca E. Conant
David Conover and Beverly Slade
Carolyn Cooney and Darrell Bird
Robert C. Cooper and Miriam Leeser
William and Martha Cooper
Richard and Lynn Coupland
Jim and Carrie Coutre
Barbara Crane and Michael Beirne
Hillyard and Priscilla Danforth
Sophie F. Danforth
Harriet D. Dann
Katharine B. Dann
Frances and Hubert de la Cava
Linda A. Deegan and Christopher Neill
Lawrence and Regina DelVecchio
Anne Doyle and James Stock
Dori Drachman
Peter and Kathy Dunbeck
Carolyn DuPont
David Ellenbogen
Mark and Janet Fagan
Henry and Kathleen Faulkner
Addie Fiske and Dennis Saylor
Madeline Fraser Cook and Benjamin Cook
P. Alexander Graham
Valerie L. Graham
Rosanne Greco
Daniel Greenbaum and Deborah Cramer
Lumina Greenway
Madeline L. Gregory
Thomas J. Greylak
David and Harriet Griesinger
Paul Guyre
Ann and George Hackl
John and Ann Hall
Terese Hammerle
Susan and Douglas Harding
Eliza Hatch
Geordie and Suzanne Heller
Lisa Heyward and Jock Crothers
Arthur and Eloise Hodges
Cyrus Hopkins
Jennifer Huntington
Edward and Marjorie Hurwitz
Stephen and Amy Hutnak
Thomas and Mercy Hyde
Tom and Lauren Irwin
Gary Johnson and Luana Josvold
Jan and Elaine Kaczmarek
Stephen R. Kahn and Janet A. Pendleton
Charles F. Kane and Anne W. Eldridge
Evan Karatzas and Karly Nihal
Bevin Kenney
James and Elizabeth Kilbreth
Jonathan Klawens
Robert and Jenny Knowles
Zachary and Jocelyn Kolkin
Andee Krasner
Regina LaRocque
Carola B. Lea
Catherine Lee and Robert Moyer
David and Lucinda Lee
Robert and Lollie Leeson
Carl and Sandra Lehner
Robert and Jean Lidstone
Brett Lundgren
Diana and Charlton MacVeagh
Timothy Mahoney and Pim Donnelly
Susan Marcus
Judith Markland
James Marra
David Stuart Martin
Marcus Masciarelli
Judith McMichael
Peng-Siu Mei and Elaine Mei
Shelley H. Metzenbaum and Steven L. Kelman
Ross Metzman
Barbara Meyer and Michael Perloff
Janet E. Milne and John B. Kuhns
Amey D. Moot
Eva S. Moseley
Elizabeth H. Muench
Heather Nelson and Lawrence Kolodney
Joseph S. Nye, Jr.
Steven Olano and Cheryl Toffel
Jennifer J. Payette and Jeffrey D. Peterson
Steven and Terry Pertmutter
Garry and Virginia Plunkett
Janet Prince and Peter Bergh
Jen Ramsey
Karen and Fred Ratcliffe
Stephen and Mary Sue Record
Ellin Reiner and George Berry
Elizabeth B. Richardson
Margaret E. Richardson
Wilson Rickerson
David and Beth Ries
Alison Rieser
Richard and Jean Roberts
Kurt W. Roth and Jan E. Lerbinger
Richard Rubin
Frank and Susan Ruch
Judith A. Ryerson
James and Margery Sabin
Christopher and Linda Sauer
Charles Sawyer
Steve Saxenian
Karen R. Sollins
Alexander Solomon
Stephen Spaulding
John Spence and Katherine Yih
Vivian and Lionel Spirto
Philip Stathos
Beth Stickney and Ken Kunin
Lois H. Surgenor
Roger and Ann Sweet
James and Catherine Talbert
Jane and Hooker Talcott
Susan Blackmore Teal and John M. Teal
Kate and Jason Tuttle
Ingeborg Uhlir
Jack and Anne Vernon
Renata von Tschern
Robert and Amy Weinberg
Judy and Alan Weiss
Jeffrey H. White
T. Walley Williams III
Kalman A. Winer and Linda Tatelbaum
Stephen M. Wood and Louisa Spencer
Fred Woods
Henry Woolsey
John T. Wroclawski
Robert E. Zaret

The CLF Champions Club Donors who participate in monthly giving to CLF

Anonymous (7)
Brian E. Adams
Robert and Martha Agricola
Janice Anthony
Beth Arnolds
Jonathan Arone
Susan P. Bachelder
Rebecca Backman and Stephen Cotton
Daniel Baker
Cynthia Baker Burns and Scott Burns
Wilhelmina Bandler and Jeremiah Huson
Ricardo Baratto
Rudolf and Marianne Bauer
John and Elizabeth Bednarski
Susan Benveniste
David Betts
Edward Bing
Kristin Blais and Michael Foot
Laurie Boosahda
Justin A. Boyan and Amy R. Greenwald
Peter P. Bradley
Steven and Catherine Branch
Hope Brogurier
Eric Buenhrens
Rick Burns
Richard and Gail Butz
Nicholas Carter
Alex D. Chatfield and Patricia O’Hagan
Bonnie Christie
Paula Chu
Valerie Clark
V. Deane Coady
Deborah Collum
Margaret and Gregory Connors
Debbie Cook
Thomas Costello
Barbara Crane and Michael Beirne
Greg and Catherine Crockett
Tom Cromwell
J. Christopher and Robin Cutler
Elizabeth and W. Norris Dale
Katharine B. Davis
Georgette Defriesse
Jan Devereux
Dori Drachman
Steven Evans
Thomas H. Friedman and Rosemarie Mullin
Joel and Carolee Rolfe
Cody Gibb
Lucretia H. Giese
John Gioia
Miriam M. Goldman
Greg Greenough
Lumina Greenway
Carol R. Gregory
Frances Grossman
David and Susan Gunter
Kent Hackmann
Joseph Hammer and Margery Hamlen
Tereza Hammerle
Mary Harbaugh and James Stiles
Evelyn B. Harris
Dake and Therese Henderson
Mark Hite
John Hopkins
Brad Hubbard-Nelson
Joel and Anne Huberman
Matthew Huegel
Lucia Huntington
Terry and Cynthia Irwin
Tom and Lauren Irwin
Virginia L. Jensen
Stephen Jervey
Aaron Johnson
Charlotte Johnson and Joseph Davis
Dean Johnson
Ardis Johnson
Carol Justice
Peter and Pamela Kane
Licia and Matthew Kearns
Jean Kelley
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The CLF Champions Club cont.

Bevin Kenney
Eitan Kensky
EkOnigKar Singh Khalisa
Phyllis Killam-Abell
Janet Kolodner
David Kubik
Regina LaRocque
Andrew G. Larson and Steven Gray
Conrad Liebenow
Paul Losordo
James D. Lowenthal and
Mary B. Brooker
Joan F. Mansfield
Amy Manzelli
Eugenia and Leonard Marcus
Alex Marks
Fiona Marquis
James Marra
Patricia Martin
Craig Maynard
Ariana and Ryan McBride

Alan McDonald
Jessica McGearry
Nate and Allie Menard
Ellen R. Miller
Tom Miller
Barbara C. Moore
Bob Morrison and Deborah Wolozin
Sharon Moulton
Scott Murdock
Mary Murtagh
Sharmina L. Murthy, JD
John D. Nelson, Jr.
Erik Nilsen
Sherril Nixon
Karen Palmer
Dariene and Ernest Palola
Evelyn Persoff
Jane W. Pfister
Ashen Phanseya
Lisa Pinals
Hilary Price
James Purdy
Katherine Raisz
Lucinda Reid
Alison Rieser
Dennis and Alison Rossiter
Rick L. Russman
Elizabeth Schaeffer
Schwartz Hannum PC
Michael Shannon
Diane Simms
Laurence J. Slotnick
Michael Smeglin and
Jane Murtagh-Smeglin
Jim Smith and Constance Hanley
Marian Smith and Colin Sherer
Stephen Spauldng
Lydia Spitzer and Dotty Deans
David W. Stein
Ari Stern
Adam Stens
Maren Stunes
Andrew Swayne
David P. Tapscott and Gail F. Epstein
Nancy Teasdale
Susan Theberge
Neheen Trivedi
Kimberly and Mark Tsocanos
Alexander Von Hagen-Jamar
Erica S. Waasop
Susan Wainwright
Lisa Weil
Johanna White
Jane Whitney
Deborah Williams
Peter Wilson
Shirley S. Winer
Steven M. Winnett
Gustav Woelfl Verderber
Peter Wolfe
Jerrold M. Yos
Donna Zangri

The Charles Cabot Society Donors who have generously included CLF in their will or have established a planned gift

Anonymous (3)
Daniel Armour
Christopher Cabot
Bradley M. Campbell
Louise Durfee
David and Marion Ellis
Andrew J. Falender
Jacques and Frederika Fiechter
Gordon Hall III
David Hardy
Timothy B. Harwood

Annette M. Higby and Martin Strange
Pamela Lee Lowry
Katie and Rob Hillman
Sharon and Bradford Malt
Jayne Putnam Iafrate
Sara Molyneaux and
Donald Law, Jr.
Harold W. Janeway
Jeffrey H. Munger
Marilyn P. Johnson
Steven H. Olanoff
Bob King
Jan A. Pechenik
Carolyn Talf Knowlton
Phil Preston
Sarah D. Prindle
Ted Ladd
Elaine Zerr Richardson
Roxanne Leighton
Margaret E. Richardson

Ann Savare
Constance G. Schwarzkopf
Jeffrey W. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Sharpe, Jr.
Peter Shelley
Mary Waters Shepley
Robert Bradley Summers
Kaitman A. Winer and
Linda Teltbaum
Peter Wolfe
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Gifts in Honor of (Bolded names are those being honored)

John Anderson
Joan Hannah

Cynthia Baker Burns
Tony and Susan Morris
Susan Tarrant

Sarah Bansen and Dan Grossman
Naomi Dworkin

Melissa Birchard
Kate Hartnett and Racheal Stuart

Julie Bowerman
Karen R. Kane

Shawn and Liz Bristow
William S. Bristow, Jr.

Roger Brown and Linda Mason
Scott and Mary Brown

Brad Campbell
Tavit O. Najarian

Laury and Nancy Coolidge
Judy Reed Smith and Normand Smith

Greg Cunningham
Annie and Mike Liptzin

John Davenport
Jesse Quam
E. Brooks and Meg Robbins

Richard and Jacqueline Dionne
Jessica Welsh

Chris and Pam Eaton
Kathryn Peters

Jerry Elmer
Eugene McKenna
Fred Unger

Andrew J. Falender
Enid L. Beal
Robert Murray

Douglas I. Foy
Roger and Lee Dane

Jonathan Goodman
Jennifer Goodman

Ann and George Hackl
Jennifer Huntington

Gordon Hall III
Gordon and Linda Hall

Susan Hansen
Joanna Berens

Meredith Hatfield
Kate Hartnett and Racheal Stuart

Toni Hicks
Mark Barnett and Katherine Gergen Barnett

Wilson Rickerson

Jenny Hull and KC Petts
Lucy Hull and Bart Chapin

Tom Irwin
Kate Hartnett and Racheal Stuart
Patrick B. Miller, MPH

Paul and Jody Judge
Scott and Mary Brown

Michael Kanarek
James McHugh

Max and Paige Kempner
Daphne Kempner and Joel Meyerson
Emily and Walter Mayne

Kate and Howard Kilguss
Joan and Richard Abrams
Jesse Kilguss

Chris and Sue Klem
Jefferson T. Eaton

Natalie Koons
Senator Joshua Miller and Nancy Miller

Marie Lefton
Lee and Jarrett Collins

William MacMullen
Margaret and Ramsay MacMullen

Sharon Malt
Alicia and Steven Conine

Benjamin and Katherine Taylor

Cynthia Joy Maurice
Emily Crozier

John and Sally McAlpin
Scott and Mary Brown

Sara Molinex-Beal and Don Law
Doug Borg and Anne Swingle

David O’Neil
Steve and Paula Johnson

Elliot Pennington and Morgan Matthews
Katherine Ackerman
Penny Craig
Frances Frankenburgh
Malory Kaniss

Zachary and Jocelyn Kolkin

Malini Nair

Robert and Anita Poss
David and Margherite Hutchison

Rebecca Schwarz and Adam Grundt
Christina Fearon
Cassandra Hirschi
The London Family

Peter Shelley
Elizabeth Cobbs
Dakers Gowans and Deborah Silvers

Terry and Elizabeth White
Timothy Mahoney and Pam Donnelly

Gifts in Memory of (Bolded names are those being remembered)

John Carter
Elisabeth A. Carter

Michael Deland
William and Margaret Bancroft

Patricia Bliss-Guest

Daniel P. Brown and Nannie W. T. Brown

Gene and Lloyd Dahmen

John and Linda Derrick

Daniel Greenbaum and Deborah Cramer

Gordon and Lulie Gund

Mary Holland

Ernest and Sandra Jansen

Ginger M. Lawrence

Michael H. Levin Law Group, PLLC

Chris and Susan Livesay

Haven and Mina Pell

Adele Simmons

Gordon and Helen Smith
R. Gregg and Lisa Stone

Stephen H. White

John Brand French
Margaret B. Bowman

Butlock’s Nursing Service

Priscilla Damon

Eleanor Fernald

Christopher Foster and Hilary French

Velma Frank

Aiden French

Elizabeth Grossman

Huei Huang

Judith and John Kittredge

Gwyneth E. Loud

Norman and Janet MacLeod

Matt Melton

Barbara Myles

Caroline Palmer

Katharine M. Preston

Bradford and Ellen Purcell

Mary Spindler

Lee and Byron Stookey

Sullivan & Worcester, LLP

Barbara Pinney Thomas Slager

Seymour Frarren Gage

Jane Johnston

Robert Gold

Marsha and Herb Stoller

Martin L. Gross

Richard & Karla Foundation

Phillips Hallowell

Jane C. Hallowell

John Hammond

Anonymous (2)

Susana and Clark Bernard

Agnes Connors and Richard Wiggin

Priscilla Damon

Benjamin and Jean Horne

Mary Spindler

Judith Hurwitz

Judith Hurwitz Memorial Fund

Robert L. Moore II
C. Patrick and Concetta Castellan

Jane Johnston

James McCauley

Charles Oliphant

Scott Skinner

Kristine Tran

Ganson P. Taggart

Pauletti L. Taggart

Albert Wyrostek

Patricia Fortier

Gifts in Kind

Anonymous [1]
M.J. Blanchette

Kevin Breunig

Tom Bryan

John L. Davenport

Rodney Dowell

Lew Edgers

Andrew J. Falender

Florentine Films

Elizabeth Foote

Fox Point Oysters, LLC

Gordon Hall III

Beth Jackson

Aaron Johnson

Kate and Howard Kilguss

Erica Kyzmir-McKeon

Gareth Lawson

Marie Lefton

Live Nation New England

Leslie Ludtke

Britt Lundgren

The Magdan Family

Sharon and Bradford Matt

Terry Meyer

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Kirstie Pecci

The Portsmouth Brewery

Win Quayle

ReVision Energy

William Roper

Ropes & Gray LLP

Mary Rose Scozzafava

Peter Shelley

Wendy Sheu

Christopher T. Stix

Tributary Brewing Company

Virginia Welles

White & Case LLP

George Wood
Foundation Grants

Anonymous (9)

Corporate and Organization Gifts

Anonymous (2)
Alison & Daniel Hildreth
Falmouth, ME
Donors since 1970

Surrounded by the natural beauty of Maine’s woods and sea, Alison Hildreth and her late husband Horace (“Hoddy”) worried that someday it could all disappear because of development and industrialization. It was this concern that first prompted them to support CLF in 1970. Together, they watched the organization grow from humble beginnings to a regionwide leader addressing issues using a legal framework, which was a new concept for environmental organizations at the time.

That support now spans multiple generations. Growing up, Daniel and his brothers learned from their parents’ example what it meant to be good stewards of the environment and the importance of giving back for the greater good. Today, Daniel remains passionate about caring for the environment – he is especially concerned about climate change and has a particular interest in CLF’s clean energy work.

The expertise of CLF’s staff and its overall strategic vision are critical to the family’s long-time support of the organization. The legal approach is especially important to them now, when our federal government has shown how easily it can dismantle environmental protections. “The law is a potent defense in the face of such threats,” says Daniel.